Abstract-We present a novel optimization framework enabling cellular network planning that takes into consideration two state-of-the-art technologies: (i) Dynamic Spectrum Access, and (ii) energy harvesting.
I. SUMMARY Dynamic Spectrum Access can boost the performance of cellular networks [1] . Simultaneously, energy harvesting is proposed to replace (or enrich) the energy supply of the cellular network [2] . In this poster we present a novel optimization framework, which supports downlink cellular network planning considering these two features.
We assume that new Base Stations (BSs) are to be deployed at a given area. Each BS is equipped with energy harvesting component. Then, a spectrum broker assigns additional radio resources to each BS on the deployment area. Specifically we consider the following mixed non-linear programming formulation: where m ∈ M, |M| = M , are the test points (TPs) (i.e. regions of identical QoS requirements); n ∈ N , |N | = N are BS positions; λ is the cost of network maintenance for a year; T is the total time for which the network needs to be deployed; b n is the Boolean variable considering position of a BS; p m,n is the Boolean variable considering an assignment of TP m to BS n; c n is the BS n deployment cost; P (g) n is the minimum required power taken from the grid for BS n; B n = B d,n + B a,n is the number of radio resources available to BS n, where B d,n is the available set of resources assigned by spectrum broker and B a,n are intrinsic BS radio resources; B d is the total number of dynamic radio resources (assigned by the spectrum broker) at the BS deployable region; h m,n is the propagation gain between TP m and BS n; P n is the BS n transmission power; P (o) n is the operation power of the BS n; F
n (ξ)dξ is the CDF of the available harvested energy and F −1 (·) denotes the inverse function of F (·); δ m is the noise figure at TP m; φ n is the power outage probability requirement for BS n; γ m is the SINR requirement for TP m; and M m,n is a SINR-related constant between TP m and BS n.
In the poster we will prove that problem (1) is NP-hard and develop a heuristic that converges to its solution. Furthermore, we will present a set of numerical results proving that planning cellular systems with Dynamic Spectrum Access and energy harvesting capabilities significantly reduce the deployment costs in comparison to traditional planning methods.
